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Clanna Gael Fontenoy GAA Club

CLANNS UPDATE

The Club is delighted to congratulate the tremendous success which some
of our local schools have recently enjoyed in Cumann na mBunscoil
competitions. As the following reports from people involved with the
success of Scoil Mhuire, Star of the Sea and St Michaels show, a great day
was had by all in Croke Park. Ringsend Girls National School and St
Matthews National School also enjoyed success in the competition.

Proud sponsors of Clanna Gael Fontenoy

Club News
Great Club Draw

Scoil Mhuire secure their second title
Scoil Mhuire, Sandymount, won their second ever Cumann na mBunscoil
title – Corn Comhair Linn – in what was the school’s third Croke Park Final
appearance in a row. Having won last year, Scoil Mhuire had been
promoted to Division 2 so the stakes were even higher. This year’s
opposition was St. Pauls, Airfield who, like Scoil Mhuire, remained
undefeated up until the final. Scoil Mhuire had already recorded superb
victories against Scoil Attracta, Scoil Maelruain and Greenhills which
qualified them for a quarter final against St Patricks and then a really
close, nail-biting, one-point semi-final win over Scoil Aine of Lucan.

There are 15 brilliant prizes to be
won in the GAA National Club Draw including trips with the 2015 All
Stars, a trip to New York, a €1500
travel voucher as well as All-Ireland
Hurling and Football Final packages.
Tickets are just €10 each and are
available from Club officials and
team mentors.

Stop Press...Stop Press....
Our minor footballers play St Olafs in
the League Final in Sean Moore Park
at 11.00hrs on Sunday 16th
November.
Come support your team.

The team was jointly captained on the day by Lucy Crowe and Zara Lynch.
They were well supported by a great turnout of teachers, parents, past
pupils and pupils from 1st to 6th class who made themselves heard from
the Stands! Scoil Mhuire started very well with an early great goal from
Lucy Crowe. Lauren D’Arcy and Zara Lynch added the other super goals
along with lots of fantastic points from Holly Lewis, Brooke Doolin, Kate
McAlinden, Ella Darcy, Lauren D’Arcy, Zara Lynch and Lucy Crowe to make
a final score of 3-10 to 0-02.
It was a superb team performance from the girls who demonstrated the
great skills they have learned both at school and in the Clanna Gael
Fontenoy club - and they’ve shown themselves to be great
representatives of both.
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After the Cup and medal presentation and a victory run around Croke Park
all 62 squad members returned to the club for a great pizza party to wrap
up a fantastic day.
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A special word of thanks must go to their teacher and coach, Mr. Cleary,
for his dedication and commitment to the team; to Claire for all her
training and time given to the girls; to their club coaches - Declan Darcy,
James Dolly, Grace Dunne, Ray Walsh, Matt Bruton and Orlaith Curran; to
their teachers and principal; to their parents and supporters for all their
help on the girls’ journey to Croke Park – a day to remember for all!

The following numbers drawn on the
10th November did not produce a
winner:
Jackpot A – 5, 18, 20 and 30
Jackpot B – 9, 21, 22 and 24

Star boys shine in final
The Star of the Sea senior football team also celebrated success in the
Cumann na mBunscoil competition by capturing the Corn Mhic Chaoilte in
their Croke Park final against Scoil Naithí, Ballinteer. Scoil Naithi had
beaten Star in the previous match between them, which was in the group
stage of the competition. But with huge support from parents,
grandparents, brothers, sisters and many friends, Star had reason to feel
confident as they took to the field.
It was Scoil Naithi who scored in the first minute however, with a free in
the Star half that was slotted over the bar. Star found themselves having
to defend very deep in their own half for a period after that, with full back
David Walsh and wing backs James Crowley and Dean Holmes called on a
number of times to clear the lines. They were ably supported by Hugh
O’Kennedy at centre back and Barry Moylan and Aidan Duffy in the
corners. It was only after the 10th minute that Star got their first attempt
to score which went wide, but this was shortly followed by a free from
Aaron Caulfield to yield their first score of the day. Scoil gained possession
from the kick-out which resulted in yet another wide for them. The
resulting kick-out from Keelan McDonnell was fielded by Michael
Hennessy who passed quickly to Callum O’Reilly who passed back to
Michael for Star’s second score.

Scoil brought the ball up quickly on the right wing, but their attack was
brought to a halt by Sean Hynes. Their next attack was also stopped by a
strong shoulder check from David Walsh. The possession was shared for a
time after this with attacks from both teams going nowhere on a very
tight pitch where it was difficult for either team to make any space.

Lotto Results

Next week’s jackpot is €10,000 (A)
and €4,000 (B).
The lucky winners of €20 were:
John Doyle, John Byrne, Helen
Gannon, Noel McDonagh and Abigail
Ryan.
Playing the Club Lotto is one sure
way of helping the club’s finances.
Pick any five numbers and these are
then eligible for all jackpot draws.
Plus there are 5 x €25.00 winners
drawn weekly. It costs just €2.00 per
ticket weekly. Or you can play by
standing order through your bank if
you so wish.
Contact Jay Byrne at 086-8870376 for
details.
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However, Scoil were next to score from another free close in, they got a
wide after that followed by a point from play. In the next attack Aaron
Caulfield scored from a free 20m out from goal. Scoil brought the ball up
the field but were fouled. The resulting free was again caught by David
Walsh and cleared to Aidan Duffy from where another Star attack was
launched. Again the massed defence of Scoil was proving to be too much
for Star and they found their attacks stifled. Killian Pugh had a shot bound
for goal blocked down but followed up by scoring a point. Shortly after
this Scoil scored the only goal of the game but this was followed quickly by
another Aaron Caulfield point, leaving the half-time score 1-2 to 0-4 in
favour of Scoil Naithí.

Club News
Treat yourself to a coffee
Our new coffee shop is in full swing
every Saturday morning from
10.00hrs. You can enjoy Americanos,
Lattes, Cappuccinos, Espressos, Tea,
Hot Chocolate and there are
Smoothies for the kids.

The second half started as it finished with Star making good progress with
a point from JP Tiernan followed by points from Aaron Caulfield and Oisín
Kirwin. Michael O’Reilly had come on as a sub at half time and made a
huge impression at centre forward. Michael Hennessy scored a long range
point from a kick which bounced over the bar. Soon after Callum O’Reilly
and Aaron Caulfield each scored points. Milan Kalita and Luke McDonagh
came on and this was followed by another point from Callum O’Reilly. At
this stage Star were beginning to impose themselves on the game and
finished up winners with a score of 0-12 to 1-5.
The bus journey back to Clanna Gael Fontenoy was a rowdy affair with
singing and shouting from all. Pizza was laid on for the boys and there
were great speeches from Declan Darcy and Brian Delany. A great day for
the Star boys once again!

St Michaels enjoy first Cumann na mBunscoil win

Sinead Morgan and Una McCullagh are at
your service in the club’s coffee shop

The coffee shop is manned by
volunteers and there’s a need for
more assistance – please contact Una
McCullagh on 086 0889949 or email
to Una18@hotmail.com

It was the day of the final and the whole team was ecstatic. We were in
the final against St Josephs of Terenure and the match was to be played in
Croke Park. When the team arrived in the school we were brought into
our coach, Mr. Monaghan. He asked us to sit down and told us the team
and the game plan. Then at 11.15 we went out onto the rugby pitches for
a light kick around. We then proceeded to go inside at 11.45 and were
presented with our jerseys by our principal, Ms. Heslin. The team walked
out to the bus at 12:00 and were surprised that the younger classes from
2nd class down had formed a guard of honour all the way out to the bus.
We arrived in Croke Park at 12:45 where the team got changed. We left
the changing rooms and watched 20 minutes of the earlier game. We then
were told we were allowed to go out and warm up on our pitch.
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The first half was a tense affair and the score would have been much
closer if some of the many scoring chances that fell to St. Josephs had
gone over. The score at half time was 3-8 to 3-2 to St. Michaels. The
second half started the same as the first with both sides hesitant to take
any risks. While trying hard to get back into the game, St Josephs missed
too many chances for their own good. St. Michaels finished the game
quite easily winning 4-15 to 3-8. St. Michaels had won the Division 2 final.
The two most prolific scorers on the day were Hugo McWade, the team
captain with 1-8 and Cian Taheny with 1-3. The boys and parents returned
to the school with the Cup where we had a lunch. Hugo McWade made a
speech and presentations were made to the coaches, Mr. Monaghan and
Mr. Tierney, as well as to the principal, Ms Heslin. It was a proud day for
the school as this was our first GAA trophy and our first ever win in Croke
Park.

Greatly improved performance from U-10s
Our U-10 footballers travelled to Stepaside All Weather determined to
reverse a strong defeat to Kilmacud Crokes earlier in the season. They
acquitted themselves well by narrowly losing one game and winning the
other. On one pitch Francis and Finn controlled the game from the back
line catching, tackling and clearing balls like seasoned players. They
released some lovely balls up to mid field allowing Mark (1pt), Ethan (4
pts) and Adam (3pts) to break forward and score, using some good give
and go movements at times. Ross worked hard marking his player in the
backline and Aran and Ben did some clever running up front and were
unlucky not to score. Senan T played well in goals in the first half and
looked keen in attack in the second. Clanns won because they marked
well and got possession from their own kick outs - during his stint in goals
Mark delivered them long and accurately.
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Coach support programme
A new Le Cheile Coach Support
Programme will be run in the club
over the next few months. Designed
to provide team coaches with any
additional information or extra
knowledge they require, the
programme will consist of workshops
every 4-6 weeks which will cover a
range of topics based on the
challenges coaches face.
Participants will be challenged with
setting goals to improve their
coaching practice, taking on board
the task of reflecting on their
coaching manner and style and
progressing this to ensure they are
getting the most from their team and
that their team are getting the most
from them. Importantly, the
programme is open to all coaches
and mentors of all age groups and no
specific courses or qualifications are
needed to participate. For further
information contact
orlaith.curran2@mail.dcu.ie

The other game was a tight affair with Clanns players putting in some
sparkling performances. The boys started well with Tomas winning every
ball in his back zone and Hugh winning possession in midfield. The supply
to the forwards from Aiden and Hugh was good and Jack put in a superb
scoring performance (2-2). Senan H also won many 50/50 balls and got
two great scores. Luke got some good balls but was closed down early.
@Clannagaelfont

While the forwards capitalised up front Jonathan was a powerhouse in
goals and gave long and accurate kick outs. His task was aided by Oisin
who was fierce in defence and Matthew R who marked tenaciously and
tracked play well. It was all square at half time. The second half was tit for
tat with Aiden putting in a great all round performance fielding and
passing well but with a few narrow misses the lads didn’t capitalise on
possession. With three minutes to go it was all square. Then a fortuitous
bounce allowed Crokes to come through to score a late point. Clanns were
really unlucky to lose by such a narrow margin.

Minors get back to winning ways
Bolstered by Michael O’Kennedy, Ted Walsh, Eoin Barron and Patrick
Duffy from the lower age groups, our minor footballers gave a sterling
display in their final round championship match against St Pats of
Donabate in Sean Moore Park. The visitors scored first but never regained
the lead thereafter. A fine goal from Ross Maher before his double-yellow
dismissal and some fine point taking from Danno Kelly gave Clanns a fourpoint cushion at half time. Pats fought bravely in the second half and were
back to within three points when the referee evened up the numbers with
a double-yellow dismissal of their mid-fielder. Clanns missed many scoring
chances and could have been further in front at the final whistle.
Danno B in goal and the full-back line of Jay Murphy, Jack Redmond and
Mark Stafford were superb; and with an excellent half-back line of Cian
Mulcahy, Dave Meenan and Dave Byrne, Pats were restricted to five
points in each half. Midfield was dominated by Austin Dodd and Niall
Lavery who chipped in with a point apiece. The half-forward line led by
Jack Mulcahy, Michael O’Kennedy and David Lewis were superb as were
the full-forward line of Ross Maher, Harry Wesley and Danno Kelly. Ted
Walsh made a big contribution when introduced, scoring within a minute.
Eoin Barron had an excellent start to his hopefully long minor career. The
win wasn’t enough to secure a place in the final - having lost already to
Olafs and that last minute goal to Mearnogs.
Clanna Gael Fontenoy 1– 10, St Pats Donabate 0–10
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Club supporting charity
The club is actively supporting the
Marie Keating Foundation’s Cancer
Appeal fundraising efforts. Women
are being asked to lend their support
by leaving their unwanted bras in the
pink box in the club foyer – each
donated bra will generate €1 for the
charity.
And everyone can support the cause
by donating €2 to the Marie Keating
Foundation’s fight against cancer by
texting MARIE to 50300. The full text
cost goes to the Foundation across
most network providers; although
some providers apply VAT, which
means a sum of €1.74 will go to the
charity.

Goalmouth action from the recent U-11s match v Templeogue Synge Street
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